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Zia Consulting Announces the Launch of ActiveMigrate™ Offering

Platinum Alfresco partner delivers solution based on experience in moving off legacy ECM
platforms.

Boulder, CO (PRWEB) August 18, 2014 -- Zia Consulting, Inc., the leading provider of Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) and Document Capture solutions, announced today the launch of ActiveMigrate, a service
offering that combines proven and tested methodology with best-of-breed tools to migrate companies from
legacy ECM systems to Alfresco without interrupting ongoing business processes.

Documents are critical to most businesses–and business can’t just stop for weeks or even months while
migrating those documents to a new ECM system. ActiveMigrate from Zia Consulting delivers migration
solutions for Alfresco that allow companies to focus on growing their business while Zia moves documents and
business processes to a new ECM solution. Company content will always retain the necessary information
associated with it and continue to be accessible as it’s moved over.

Zia’s ActiveMigrate focuses on moving organizations to a modern and open “Easy ECM” system that works
the way you do. By providing tools that work with a company’s current systems and processes, Easy ECM
solutions can reduce the cost of maintenance and upgrading of legacy systems, remove the frustration of unused
ECM systems, and successfully integrate with critical business systems (ERP, CRM, BI, and more).

“As one of the most experienced migration partners in the Alfresco ecosystem, we are excited to now offer
ActiveMigrate as a Zia Service Offering—helping reduce the cost and risk of migration implementations for
Alfresco customers,” said Phil Robinson, SVP at Zia Consulting. “With our diverse background, from prior
experience as a Documentum partner to our work on shared drive and custom ECM migrations, we know how
to help companies make the switch to Alfresco.”

ActiveMigrate solutions include migrations from legacy ECM systems (Documentum, FileNet, OpenText, and
more), Sharepoint, shared drives, email, documents in ERP/CRM systems, and embedded or vertical-specific
ECM systems. ActiveMigrate focuses on migrations to Alfresco Enterprise or Hybrid Cloud, AWS or other
cloud/hosting providers.

Zia recently published a white paper detailing their migration methodology entitled, “ECM Migration Without
Disrupting Your Business: Seven Steps for Effectively Moving Your Documents.” The white paper can be
downloaded at pages.ziaconsulting.com/migrate.

###

About Zia Consulting, Inc.

Zia Consulting delivers Enterprise Content Management (ECM) systems that work by addressing the most
document-driven business processes in organizations today. Our Secure Back Office Solutions for Human
Resources, Corporate Legal, and Corporate Finance replace email and shared drives—and unused legacy ECM
systems or cloud sharing sites—with tools that work the way they do. Our Document Processing solutions
leverage technologies like advanced OCR capture and enterprise integration to address the cost and complexity
involved in financial services, from loan processing to claims processing to application processing. To deliver
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Simple + Secure Solutions, Zia brings the most proven migration methodology in the ecosystem with our
ActiveMigrate™ offering. Zia is a leading partner of Alfresco, Ephesoft, IGC Brava, Crafter, Simflofy, and
more. Visit http://www.ziaconsulting.com for more information.
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Contact Information
Emily Long
Zia Consulting
http://www.ziaconsulting.com
+1 (720) 441-2942

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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